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TFR share news of the new TRNC MOT dates.
The Foreign Residents in the
TRNC (TFR) have circulated news
of the new TRNC MOT dates as
shown below and have asked us to
share this with our readers.

Dear members,

Shown below are the MOT dates
for 2020 (technical inspection of
vehicles). Please be aware that
private vehicles are to be found
under section "D" (ozel araclar.).

Note: Before you go to get the
MOT, you will need an emission
test from an authorized garage.
With the test results and your
original car documents you first
have to go to the tax office in
Girne and pay the fee.

After that you proceed to the
MOT-station behind the police
headquarter in Girne.

You have to use the time window
mentioned in the schedule.

Exceeding the date means you will
be fined (but usually the fine
wasn't very high in the past). So, if
you're not in TRNC at the time
given, get a friend or neighbour to
do it for you, maybe your nearby
garage can help or your car
dealership..

Regards
Ralph Kratzer
Information & Internet Manager
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TRNC stand centre of attraction at World Travel Market, London
The world’s second-largest
international tourism exhibition,
the World Travel Market London,
opened its doors and the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus set
up its stand.

A total of 182 countries attend the
exhibition which has been held for
the last 40 years.

Tourism and Environment
Minister Ünal Üstel stated that the
TRNC has a particular place

among 5,000 brands and the TRNC
stand is one of a kind at the
exhibition. Üstel underlined that the
TRNC has been represented at the
World Travel Market London
excellently.

The World Travel Market London
is expected to attract over 50,000
visitors. The exhibition hosts
tourism professionals, airlines,
hotels, tour operators, restaurants
and media members and the TRNC
stand has been the centre of
attraction.

Oktay: Our sine qua non in Cyprus solution is political equality
Turkish Vice President Fuat Oktay
stated that Turkey’s sine qua non in
the Cyprus solution is the political
equality of both sides.

Oktay received young people from
the TRNC at the Presidential
Complex.

In his speech at the meeting, Oktay
emphasized that it is not possible to
achieve peace according to the
principle of minority and he added:

“One must have a voice in his own
future.

This is a human right.

There are hydrocarbon resources.
You see where the interest in the
region comes from.
This is a reality spoken today but
known decades ago. Now more is

revealed. Turkey displays the same
attitude here as well.

If there are two peoples on the
island, there should be fair sharing.

This prosperity belongs to the
inhabitants of the Island and should
be equally distributed to both
sides”.

Source:
TRNC Public Information Office

Akıncı received the new French Ambassador to Lefkoşa

President Mustafa Akıncı received
the new French Ambassador to
South Cyprus, Isabelle Dumont.

According to a written statement
from the Presidency, they
exchanged views regarding the
latest developments in the Cyprus
problem prior to the tripartite
meeting which will be held on the
25 November in Berlin.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office
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TFR get Residency Regulation answers to questions
The Foreign Residents Association in
the TRNC (TFR) had a meeting with
the Ministry of Interior and received
many answers to questions they asked
about the new Residency Regulations
which we are sharing here for those
readers who may still have concerns as
to how these regulations may affect
them.

Dear members of TFR!

Although a lot was written in the last
few days on social media and in
newspapers about the new TRNC
residency and visa regulations, there is
still confusion and misunderstanding
amongst expats, especially the over
60s, who have to apply for residence
permit again, if they want to stay here
more than 90 days in a period of 180
days...

Therefore our Chairman Horst
Gutowski, our both German/Turkish
speaking members Kahraman Dere
and Naci Kaya (Notary in Alsancak)
and myself as the Information &
Internet Manager, yesterday 4th
November 2019 visited the Chief of
the Legal Department in the Ministry
of the Interior, Mr. Ugur Çulhaoglu,
for a meeting about this topic.

We were prepared with a
questionnaire, some questions in it
obviously nobody had asked him
before, but Mr. Culhaoglu answered
them all. Here come the questions and
answers:

• Q: Is it official that all foreigners
over the age of 60 have 1 year time
from 23rd October 2019 on to apply
for a residence permit?

A: Yes, but they must have lived in
TRNC before and the process must be
completed by the date of 22nd October
2020..
.
• Q: Is it true that over 60s will not
be punished if, during this 1 year
transitional period, they exceed a visa
period that was communicated to them
at a border crossing or stamped into
their passport (e.g. 30 or 90
days)?

A: Yes, this is true...

• Q: How do you treat leaseholders
(such as the residents of Karmi)? As
property owners or as tenants?
(important for proof of monthly
income or bank balance!)

A: They are seen as tenants...

• Q: To meet the financial
requirements for residency, does
monthly income (such as pension)
AND bank deposits count together or
is it either – or?

A: Both counts together...

• Q: Must bank deposits be proven
in a TRNC bank or is proof of a
foreign bank sufficient?

A: Foreign bank statements are
accepted unless there are doubts about
their credibility...
• Q: How are marriage-like
relationships considered? E.g. a couple
lives together without being married,
and only one partner´s name is on the
Kocan or rental contract? What does
the other partner have to prove in order
to obtain the residence permit?

A: A statutory declaration should be
provided by a TRNC notary to prove
that the couple live together
.
• Q: What should be presented at the
border to prove that you are not a
tourist but live in Northern Cyprus?
Kocan, rental contract, Muhtar
letter?

A: It does not matter, because over 60s
have the 1 year of transitional period
anyway and will not be punished for
overstaying a visa time they had been
given...

• Q: Are all immigration officers at
the borders aware of the new
regulations (for example, 1 year
transitional period for over 60s)?

A: The new regulations have been
communicated to the Immigration
Department of the Police Headquarter...

• Q:When will the online system for
residence permit application run
without errors?

A: It can take another 1 or 2 weeks
until the system is properly running...

• Q: Is there kind of a hotline /
advice center where you can turn to in
case of questions / problems?

A: No, but you can get advice or help
at the Police Immigration Departments
or the information desk at the Ministry
of Interior...

• Q: Is the new law also applicable to
Turkish citizens living on the
island?

A: They have to apply for residence
permit as well, but due to the bilateral
relations between TRNC and Turkey
they have certain advantages.

• Q: How to prove the visit of a
family member at the border upon
entry? Is a simple verbal
communication sufficient to get the 60

days visa approval?
A: No, there should be a written
confirmation from a TRNC notary
about the family relationship, the
reason for stay (family visit) and
length of stay of the person...

• Q: How is it rated if, for various
reasons, delivery of a Kocan to a
property owner has not yet taken
place? Is the confirmation of the
municipality about the payment of
house tax sufficient?

A: No, there has to be a proof in form
of a valid sales contract (submitted to
the Tapu dairesi) and a part payment
of at least 1/3 of the total purchase
price...

• Q: Is there something like a
hardship clause for people who have
lived in TRNC for several years, have
no other home in other countries, but
do not meet the financial requirements
for the residence permit?

A: No, there are no exceptions, if
people cannot apply for residency they
fall under the 90-days rule...

• Q: Some foreign residents have
entered the country with their identity
card instead of a passport. If no
passport is available, is an identity
card sufficient to apply for a residence
permit?

A: No, for application for residency
you need a passport...

We hope some of your questions could
have been answered by that

Ralph Kratzer
Information & Internet Manager.
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TFR news update on Residency Regulation
The Foreign Residents Association
in the TRNC (TFR) have had
further advice from Mr.Ugur
Çulhaoglu, the Chief Solicitor of
the Legal Department in the
Ministry of the Interior and have
asked us to share this with our
readers.

Dear members of TFR!

A silver streak on the horizon...
Mr. Ugur Culhaoglu, the chief
solicitor of the TRNC Ministry of
Interior, published the following
post on the TFR Facebook page:

" Dear members, The Ministry of
Interior, never aims to deport
anyone who normally and legally
reside in TRNC. Ministry also
never aims to make your life
harder in TRNC. We are just
trying to make this beautiful
country more secure, more
habitable place for everyone.

As you can see below, we do our
best to make new rules more
practicable for everyone. In
addition to the things below, we
are still working to make things
easier, especially the application
process. We are also working on a
brief guide to give all necessary
information about the application
process. This will include all the
required documents too. So please
don't ask about the documents
now.

I kindly request some patience,
especially from those who have 1
year to get their permit. If you
need an urgent permit nowadays,
a private legal advisor may help
you, not me!

Thanks for your patience.

Now. Yes. Some good news about
the new residency rules!

1. There were some problems
about health test requirement for
the persons over 60. Today we
resolved this. Policemen will not
force to have blood test anymore.
If they do, please let me know,
even via a PM.

2. We resolved the Family
Permit problem about the
unmarried couples. Now we accept
the partnerships. Moreover, this
will include same sex partnerships
as well! We will require a
declaration from both parties. We
prepared a standard form of
declaration for this.

3. We resolved the problem
about getting 90 days visa due to
property ownership. We still can't
accept any photocopy or digital
copy of the title deeds or the sale
contracts. But we made it possible
to extend your 30 days visa to 90
days, by applying with your
original documents to the
Immigration Department. There
was no such extension method
before.

4. We cancelled the rule, that
requires the spouses of the work
permit holders to wait 1 year
before they can get family permit.
No more waiting!

5. More clarification for over
60's! Who is eligible for 1 year
grace period?

A. Must be 60 years old before
23rd OCT 2019.

B. Must be in TRNC, in last 1 year
just before 23 OCT 2019. (Was not
very clear how many days being in
TRNC was enough. Now, even 1
day is enough)

C. No need to be in TRNC at the
date of 23rd OCT 2019.

D. Any exit and/or re-enter in 1
year grace period, does NOT
affect eligibility. (This was not
very clear too)

6. As explained before, do not
take into consideration the 30, 60
or 90 days visa, if you are eligible
to 1 year grace period described
above!

7. Over 65's, who will reside
with their children that are TRNC
citizens, are now eligible to get 5
years exemption!

8. Normally, a TRNC citizen can
be a sponsor to his/her own
foreign parents to get them Family
Permit. Now they can be sponsor
for their foreign "parents in law"
too! (Parents in law must be over
60)"

But when you think there is a
silver streak on the horizon, dark
clouds appear again... This very
morning another member of our
Facebook-group posted this:

" My friends who are house
owners complete with Kocan went
to Girne immigration at the police
station this morning and both are
over 60. The police insisted that
they need to take a blood test and
also refused to extend their 30 day
visa which they got on the 27th
October. Your advice/assistance
would be much appreciated please
as they are now incurring the costs
of the blood test.
Many thanks and kind regards ....
Mike Bezzant "

The question is, does the police in
Girne have a life of their own? We
will check this out for you, I will
try to get a meeting with the Chief
of Police Immigration Department
a.s.a.p.

BREAKING NEWS! This was the
answer of Mr. Ugur Culhaoglu just
a few seconds ago: "Do not pay
anything for a blood test. Please
allow the policemen a few days to
make arrangements for new rules."

Regards
Ralph
Information & Internet Manager

Old style residency stamp in
passport
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Mayor Arter met with Mayors Sadikoğlu and Zurnacilar
The Mayor of Gazimağusa held a
meeting with Mayor Hasan
Sadikoğlu and Mayor Mustafa
Zurnacilar about a construction
plan.

Gazimağusa Mayor İsmail Arter
said that he often discusses
everything about the region, and
they also discussed the
construction plan that covers 3
regions and that they are busy with
because it is close to the end of the
work. "it is not a matter to be
underestimated, and the pier and
the port will be discussed for many
years to come, it is not a matter to
be taken for granted, the more
useful work we spend on it, the
more useful plan there will be. The

first vote will be held on December
4th and until then we will remove
problematic points until the first
vote." he said.

Iskele Mayor, Hasan Sadikoğlu
said that the meetings with the
Mayor during the construction plan
will directly affect the future of
each region and that they are
coming towards the end. He also
said that they will have a technical
meeting, and they will discuss the
decision they will make in the
council in the next days.

Yeniboğaziçi Mayor, Mustafa
Zurnacilar said that the people of
all 3 regions have made an effort to
prepare the future and living

conditions in a good way, to leave
good living cities for the future
generations, and the important
thing is the prosperity of the
people. "there is a need for these
areas to be completed as soon as

possible, and this will be achieved
in a good way. We, as Mayors, will
continue our work for the benefit
of our people." he said.

Source:
Gazimağusa Municipality

Yasin Saatci visited Mayor Sadikoğlu at İskeleMunicipality

Yasin Saatci, the new Coordinator
of the Development and Economic
Cooperation Office of the Turkish
Embassy in Lefkosa, visited İskele
Municipality on 4th November,
and met with Mayor Hasan
Sadıkoğlu in his office and
received information about the
projects that İskele Municipality
continued with the contributions of
Development and Economic
Cooperation of Turkish Embassy
in Lefkosa. Specialist Bülent
Koçak accompanied Saatci during
his visit.

İskele Mayor Hasan Sadıkoğlu
introduced İskele to Yasin Saatci
and provided information of
Motherland Turkey's assistance to
the municipality and also about
studies in local infrastructure.

Mayor Sadıkoğlu drew attention to
the benefits that Northern Cyprus
have received from the Turkish
Republic and expressed his thanks
to Turkey for the good relations
with the Development and
Economic Cooperation Office.

Source: İskeleMunicipality
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Are Journalists crazy people?

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Have you noticed that journalists
are in fact crazy people? If you
have not yet realised that then I
am sure you have not met a real
journalist yet. Journalism is such
a field, that it makes one a total
different person, quite different
from others around him.

Have you noticed that a journalist
works 24 hours, 7 days a week,
the whole year. Even if one who
works in a newspaper for a salary,
get an off day a week, I am sure
they feel themselves at work even
on their off days. Even though not
at their desk, their mind remains
busy in chasing the events. Their
mind remains busy in searching
for new stories, new headings,
new layout.

The way a journalist leads his life
is simply very different. The way
he looks at anything, everything is
totally different from other people.
Just have a look around you. Very
simple things that we see, and let
it go unnoticed as being
unimportant, may become a totally
new story for a journalist. Even
the falling of leaves at the start of
autumn may fill a two column
story of a journalist. Crossing the
road, the passing by of a bus, the
traffic lights, the people going in
different directions. All these are
possible subjects of news items for
a journalist.

One may ask why does a journalist
live such a life? There is a very
simple answer to it. As I had
written in the past too, a journalist
always has the blank pages of the
newspaper in his mind. In his mind
he is always placing news items,
stories, photos, their headings etc
in different pages. The journalist
spends the whole of his/her time
filling those pages. The most
critical point is that publication of
a newspaper, may it be the printed
one or online, always requires a
journalist to run against time, to
fill those blank pages before the
prescribed time. Interestingly, by
the time a journalist completes
filling all the pages of the
newspaper, the blank pages of the
next issue start pressurising him in
the same way as the previous one
did. So the pressure to fill the
pages according to the deadlines
never ease.

So there is no way out for a
journalist, even to rest properly.

The latest example is of Chris
Elliott and Margaret Sheard. They
are the mastermind of
CyprusScene.com. They work
really very hard to keep posting
the news, and to bring the
newspaper every weekend.

Chris had major back surgery
recently and was in hospital. So
the whole burden to keep
CyprusScene.com going and
publishing of the weekly online e-
newspaper fell on Margaret’s
shoulders.

The way Margaret dealt with all
this during the absence of Chris is
really commendable. However,
when Chris returned back home,
he was still not able to sit properly,
and I did not know how could he
manage to contribute to the e-
newspaper. I knew it was totally
impossible for a journalist to sit
idle. So despite all handicaps he
started helping Margaret.

But then all of a sudden Margaret
got her collarbone broken. She
was not able to use her right arm
and hand. So working on computer
was impossible. But being a
journalist, she too could not afford
sitting idle. Still in pain she
continued assisting the already not
fully recovered Chris, by reading
and editing the news.. She started

doing what she could with her left
hand, in order to meet the deadline
for the last week's e-newspaper.

Just two days before the
publication of the e-newspaper I
had suggested to Chris to give the
newspaper a break of two weeks.
He listened to my suggestion and
simply laughed. I knew what he
meant. So he did what a journalist
does. Both half fit Chris and
Margaret worked hard to bring the
weekly CYPRUSSCENE.COM e-
newspaper on time, last week.

They really worked as real
journalists. Hats off to their
dedication and devotion to
journalism.

This is why I say that journalists
are crazy people.

Page 07
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KAR - News Update

ANIMALWELFARE

October has been a busy month for our Vet Team, they have
neutered 88 cats during October (56 males and 32 females). Well
done vet team, cat catchers, office angels and those members of the
public who brought community street cats to us. Team KAR did it
again!

We have had a busy couple of weeks in KAR Pet Travel and
over the last couple of weeks have helped 11 lovely pets relocate
- either to or from the TRNC.

Now it is a little bit quieter we can share some of them.

Gigi and Kitty flew from here to the UK to be reunited with their
owner – Jean.

As you can see they have made themselves at home in their new
place!

Happy Days wishes from KAR Pet Travel.

Meet Pasha - one of KAR Pet Travels recent imports.

Pasha arrived - at Larnaca - the day before his owner flew in. So we
arranged for Pasha to go into boarding until Alev arrived. As you can
see they were delighted to see each other when they were reunited in
Famagusta.

Welcome to TRNC Pasha and family x

From our

Stone

Artist
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KAR - News Update

Hello my name is Dimple.

I have lived at the Rescue Centre
for nearly 3,500 days.

I am a friendly, fit and healthy 10
year old and although I have lots
of friends here I would so much
love not to spend another cold
winter in the mountains.

Please can you give me a warm
bed and family to love for the rest
of my days?

We need your baking skills.... Please, if you can help bake for the
Christmas Bazaar on Saturday 7th December.

Call the office or email and pledge your wares!!
WE NEED YOU!! 0533 8694098 or kartrnc@gmail.com

Banjo's tale
One hot summer day we were asked for help by 2 visitors. - Dean and
David. They were staying up at a Catalkoy Hotel and had fallen deeply
madly in love with a young Cypriot girl - a blonde haired blue eyed
Cypriot babe . They introduced us to the Beautiful Banjo - they told us
that they couldn't leave their holiday romance behind and wanted our
help.

We explained that the process was lengthy and that Banjo would need
a safe place to stay during her travel prep - they didn't really want a
boarding kennels for her and so we asked our foster carers if any had
space. Luckily one did have space and a meeting was set up with
KAR, the fosterer, Banjo and the boys.

It was agreed that Banjo would spend her prep time with the foster
carer and family of numerous cats and dogs. Throughout the 4 months
everyone kept in touch and photos and videos were regularly sent to
David and Dean so that they didn't forget Banjo and that they were
part of her life while she was waiting.

At the end of October David and Dean traveled to TRNC, leaving their
car parked at Brussels airport, for a week of rest and recapturing
- recapturing their love affair with Banjo. She followed them
everywhere - the blue blue eyes searching them out when ever they
left the room.

Then it was D Day - departure day.
The trio traveled to Brussels, with Turkish Airlines, where they
collected their car and then took the ferry over to the UK.
It was then time for Banjo to meet the Family .. and after the
introductions were completed it was clear that she would become a
firm family member - 3 Huskies. 2 Labs , 1 Cypriot Babe and David
and Dean.

Banjo - Banjo - how lucky you are x

Now the weather is cooler our dogs are eagerly awaiting a nice
long walk!! Please consider walking our dogs on one of our
designated walks. The Centre is open daily from 9am-1pm - 7
days per week!!
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Johannesburg South Africa 2019 – A journey along memory lane

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....

PART 5

Helen Sebidi had interrupted her
master class for the time of our being
in Johannesburg but they had arranged
a talk at the university which was
joined not only by her students but by
teachers and other artists.

It was a very interesting morning and
after the talks I had the opportunity to
talk to some of the lecturers there at a
lovely garden lunch, they had
prepared for us. It was a long day
again and we had some salad in our
beautiful cottages while we got ready
for the next day which was our
weekend at Pilanesberg, the game
reserve in the northwest of
Johannesburg in an open volcano, not
as big as Krugerpark but just as
beautiful.

Day 11 and 12:
31 August and Sep 01:
I had booked a camping safari… ‘in
for a penny, in for a pound’ and the
car was to pick us up from the
cottages at 06.30. We had to pack
warm clothes, as we would be doing
late afternoon and early morning game
drives in an open game truck,
although the latter we had not known
before. 3,5 hrs drive to get there, one
of the park camps, and approaching
we came to see the first mountain

ranges, rather hills, but beautiful the
sight and clear air in the early morning
light. We arrived at the camp shortly
before ten and left sharp at ten for the
first drive which was to be three
hours.

We were lucky and saw all of the Big
5 (elephant, buffalo, rhino, lion and
leopard) except the leopard on the first
drive.

Editor's Note : This account of Heidi's trip to Johannesburg and meeting up with her old friend Helen after 47 years, is a long and interesting story.
We are therefore continuing the story in chapters which is being published over a few weeks. We are sure our readers will enjoy Heidi's account of her
visit, the changes she has seen and the experience of introducing her sons to South Africa. Here is Part Five (the last part).

In the centre of the park there is a
lovely dark blue lake where the
animals come to, to drink and bathe. It
was still early spring and vegetation
not fully green yet so we could see far,
also thanks to the high truck.

On its website the National Park is
described as follows:
Pilanesberg National Park is set
within the crater of an ancient
volcano, formed 1.2 billion years ago
by overflowing magma. It covers an
area of 500 square kilometers. The
landscape and rock formations we see
today are the enduring reminders of
this magnificent occurrence.
Pilanesberg National Park exists in a
transition zone between the dryness of
the Kalahari and the wet Lowveld
vegetation. This rich transitional zone
attracts an incredible variety of game
animals, flora and fauna that are not
often found living side by side.
Virtually all of the animal species
native to southern Africa can be found
here besides the Big 5 wild dog, roan,
tsessebe, sable antelope, giraffe, water
buffalo, hippopotamus, zebras, gnus,
hyenas, baboons and more than 360
species of birds.

While we were out in the bush, our
driver had set up the tents, igloo tents,
and we took a rest and retired onto the
mattresses waiting for the late
afternoon game drive which proved to
be far more interesting as game came
out more from the bush onto the roads
and we had a really exciting four hours
trip and the light and sun set was
delightful and Otto could not stop
taking pictures.

After the sun had set it became bitterly
cold and we did freeze in the open
truck so we wrapped our shawls
around neck and face. In the darkness
the driver switched on lights and
directed it into the bush to discover
animals. The driver and guide was
very good and got excited himself.

continued on next page ....

The University in Pretoria, its
history goes back to the beginning

of last century.

From the University Desk:

The Master Class was joined by Heidi
Trautmann, Sebidi's long time friend
and former employer who first
recognised her immense talent and
encouraged Sebidi towards her passion
for the arts!

Also pictured is programme director
for the class, Puleng Plessie (Javett-
UP) and
interviewer, Thabo Seshoka (ABSA
Gallery).

www.heiditrautmann.com
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continued .... Johannesburg, a journey along memory lane
The guides communicated via radio
and that often caused us to speed up
to catch up with the appearance of
wild game.

We were very lucky, families of
elephants and rhinos, taking their
children out, they came so close that
we could nearly touch them, often the
males turned around facing our truck
giving alarm signs of attack.

We arrived back at the camp about
eight o’clock, frozen stiff and I had a
quick hot shower to warm up. In the
meantime our private guide had
prepared the BBQ with salads,
potatoes and steaks, what a feast to sit
under the African sky after such a
wonderful day in nature with the
presence of wild game.

The night in the tent was cold but ok.
Early up in the morning for another
search for wild game but this time
with the car we had come in and it
was again a wonderful morning with
the fresh morning sun on the golden
elephant grass. We were lucky again,
unfortunately the lions we had met
during these two days were hiding in
the bush behind the corpse of a
giraffe they had killed; we heard
them though. How beautiful the wide
and wild savannah is. Our guide and
driver Tambo prepared our breakfast
next to our tents and we cleared the
place… the three tents were stowed
away into the trailer, the table and
chairs, in no time and around 11am
we were on our way back to Joburg.

It was Sunday and people were out
for a drive, sports, for lunch or flea
markets, we passed one of them, they
were selling everything, plants and
pots, food, etc. also African art and
craft.

We arrived in time for the last bit of
Jazz Festival at the Zoo Lake but
unfortunately all the roads were
blocked by police for cars, one had to
have a ticket to pass through, so we
had to go all around it. But we
managed to get there in time to see
what it was about and we concluded

this day with a meal at our favourite
place Moyo.

What a wonderful weekend.

Day 10: 30 August, Friday:
There was one day in-between, I have
missed it out here. Friday, we were
invited for breakfast with Amalie von
Maltitz, a sculptor who entertains a
studio – the Stalhuis Studio – to which
she invites artists to work with her and
students she teaches. I was amazed to
find such a place hidden behind the
high walls, a small paradise for any
artist and artist-to-be, a charming
studio, an enchanted garden.

Amalie von Maltitz has made her
home in the old horse stable as the
entire land included the property next
door and belonged to the family and
which was a farm in the old days. She
is single and lives here in the seventh
generation.

She was born in Germany but also has
Dutch background. She was actually a
pilot in the Royal Air Force and – as I
have read – as a safari pilot later,
which tells a lot about her character.
She had studied art and sculpting at
Cape Town University and in
Germany. She is a fascinating woman.
In the afternoon we met Tale Masepe

again who discussed with me again
the founding of the foundation for
Helen. They will need more foreign
members for the Board of Trustees.

Day 12: 02 September
We are nearing the end of our stay.
Taking it easy on this day, we went
over to Helen’s and looked at old
photos, talked about the past and the
future, went shopping in Rosebank
again, the boys trying South African
burgers – Robin said… they are all
freshly made and famous – In the

afternoon we took a rest in our
cottages, were packing suitcases and
getting ready for our farewell dinner
at Moyo Restaurant, very emotional.

Day 13: September 03
Here we go for our last day. In the
morning Helen had organised the
South African television to come for
an interview with the two of us
together; she said: “we need to
document our meeting after so many
years, our reunion, and must let
others know of our friendship and the
work we are doing, separately but
still connected by the spirits that lead
us”.

In the afternoon Helen and Robin
took us to the airport again, we left
the rental car there, and we said
goodbye to our friends, or rather
family, and left Johannesburg with
love in our hearts.
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POETS CORNER

Poets Corner

THE AUGURY
By Nick Vye - Sanctuary

The 'Home Health Care' of the
Iskele Municipality, has been
taking the service to the villages for
about 4 years. It also continues the
partnership with the physioart
physical therapy rehab and health
clinic, which offers a service to
those who receive social assistance
salary in Iskele and the 17 villages,
with special needs. The citizen is
also given free physical therapy
service.

Good health at home to all!
In addition to the health unit
nurses, the physioart physical
therapy and health clinic, which
serves the citizens living in Iskele
and the 17 villages, Physiotherapist
Sultan Aslan is very interested in
patients in need of physical therapy
and has reached 137 people.

Physical therapy is being applied 2
days a week..

For those in Iskele and the 17
villages who need physical
treatment, and who are 65 years old
and above, are given physical
therapy services by the physioart
physical therapy and health clinic,
as part of the health care given at
home. As part of the service;
exercise treatment is being applied
to those who have developed
muscle system diseases due to age.

Patients are being taught the
exercises they can do at their home
until the next visit and the points to
take care of in their daily life.

Source: Iskele Municipality

Iskele Municipality continues health care at home
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Come and Dip with the 2019 Tulips Chilly Dippers
Readers mail.....
Tulips/ Help Those With Cancer
Association...

Hi Readers,
The brave (or crazy) Tulips Chilly
Dippers will be dashing into the
sea at 11am on 31st December
2019 at The Cabin (Lapta) for a
minimum of 5 minutes all in aid of
Tulips/Help Those With Cancer
Association.

What else will you be doing on
New Year’s Eve other than
contemplating the night ahead?
Why not pop along and support
our Chilly Dippers or even do
something out of the ordinary and
dip your own toes into the
Mediterranean Sea for Tulips!

This is a fabulous social event so
even if you do not fancy dipping
your toes into the Mediterranean
Sea on New Year’s Eve then
please come down to support
those crazy enough to do so for
this great charity!

If we can interest you in getting a
little wet for Tulips then please
call Sue on 0542 854 8714 for
further information and sponsor
forms.

Thank you and with best wishes

Sue Tilt
Tulips/ Help Those With Cancer
Association...

End Polio activities of Rotary Club of Kyrenia St. Hilarion
Readers mail...

Rotary Club of Kyrenia St.
Hilarion....

Dear Chris
Please find below and attached the
End Polio Activities of Rotary
Club of Kyrenia St. Hilarion of
North Cyprus (Club No: 77470).

Rotary has been working to
eradicate polio for more than 30
years (since 1985). We as the

Rotary Club of Kyrenia St.
Hilarion, organised several fund
raising and raising awareness
activities due to 24th October
being World Polio Day.
Eradicating Polio from the surface
of the world is one of the most
important missions of the Rotary.

On 20th October 2019, our Past
President Sertaç Gümüş ran 10K
in the Lefkoşa (Nicosia) Marathon
with his ‘I Ran To End Polio’
slogan red t-shirt. On the same day

the members of Rotary Club of
Kyrenia St. Hilarion participated
in the 4K march with "End Polio"
printed t-shirts.

During the march, the club’s
2019-20 President Bedia Kale had
a short interview with a local TV
station and talked about Polio
awareness and the activities of
Rotary Club of Kyrenia St.
Hilarion.

"End Polio" fund raising dinner
was held on 24th October 2019
organised by Rotary Club of
Kyrenia St. Hilarion together with
the Rotary Club of Kyrenia
Liman. Income generated from
this activity with the sale of raffle
tickets and from the sale of an
auction of an "End Polio" printed
t-shirt is being donated to the
Rotary Polio Fund.

Guest speaker Cypriot Mrs. İnci
Erdemel who had contracted polio

when she was only 1.5 years old
back in the early 1960’s shared her
experiences and difficulties with
this illness, while talking about
polio on the night. On the same
day Mrs. İnci Erdemel and IP Alev
Alp attended a Can Gazi "A Cup
of Conversation" local TV (BRT)
program recording and this will be
aired on 6 November 2019.

In the meanwhile ‘End Polio’
awareness posters were displayed
at some bus stops of Lefkoşa
(Nicosia) the capital city of North
Cyprus.
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update

Post by Stephanie Harrison-
Croft 5th November

Thank you to Suzan Fehmi
Rose, Paula and Kerry for
dropping off a load of goodies
for our Christmas Fayre at the
Pia Bella Hotel on Saturday
23rd November.

It's promising to be a fun filled
day for all xxx

Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft 7th November
Our Christmas Fayre is now just over 2 weeks away on 23rd
November from 11.00 - 15.00 at the Pia Bella Hotel in Girne.
We invite you all to attend and join us in what promises to be a fun
filled day to kick start the holiday season all in support of H4P.

The lovely Denise Phillips & Can Gazi will be supporting us and at
their usual best on the day and we have a surprise Santa in our
Grotto. There are stalls to delight everyone from children to adults
with festive displays, goodies, raffles, face painting by Faces and
Fun by Zoe, a mini auction etc. all in a friendly and welcoming
environment.

We are looking for cake, mince pies, jam and lemon tarts, pies,
tombola, children's tombola and raffle prizes if you can help at all
and we look forward to seeing you all there x

*Please note ~ parking will be over the road by the football stadium
but stallholders can pull up in front of the hotel to unload before
parking up *

This is the beautiful Dottie herself.
She is spayed, not much over a year
old and will be vaccinated.

Contact any admin if you will help
please Emma Eminsoy, Elizabeth
Stowell, Stephanie Harrison-Croft
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Hope 4 Pets North Cyprus - News Update

Post by Elizabeth Stowell 9th September
IT’S HERE! The 2020 Hope 4 Pets Calendar, it will arrive in the
TRNC in the next couple of weeks, there is a limited number
available, this fabulous calendar includes many of the dogs and cats
you will recognise all helped by H4P over the last 12 months. Please
support H4P by reserving one today!. PRICE is 60TL or £8.00,
postage in the UK is FREE.

Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft 7th November
We had Dottie and her three pups for check up at the vets today.
They are doing well but we now need to be thinking about homes in
the not too distant future for them all.
I will post as singles.
Contact any admin if you will help please Emma Eminsoy
Elizabeth Stowell Stephanie Harrison-Croft
This is puppy 1. She will be vaccinated for her new family and
will be ready to leave in 4 weeks time.

This is Puppy 2.
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TRNC at the World Travel Market London 2019
The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment represented the TRNC
at the World Travel Market 2019
Tourism Fair held in London from
4th to 6th November.

World Travel Market (WTM),
which is accepted as the second
largest tourism fair of the world,
hosts the leading representatives of
the world tourism sector at the
Excel Exhibition Center.

This year, 6 districts were presented
in separate sections in a modern
concept at the fair, where the
Ministry participated in the scope of
international tourism promotion and
marketing in cooperation with the
tourism sector. Within the scope of
new promotional activities, a
variety of the types of tourism of
the 6 districts were brought to the
forefront.

Minister of Tourism and
Environment Ünal Üstel visited the
TRNC stand and met with tourism
stakeholders operating in London
and Turkey, and expressed his
satisfaction with the interest shown
to the Northern Cyprus stand.

Turkish Culture and Tourism
Minister Mehmet Nuri Ersoy
visited the TRNC stand and had a
meeting with Minister Üstel.

4,600 companies from 181
countries participated in the World
Travel Market 2019 Tourism Fair
this year. The exhibition continued
for 3 days,and was expected to be
visited by 51,000 tourism
professionals.

During his visit to the World Travel
Market, Ünal Üstel, said that the
UK market is very important for the
TRNC and that the promotion
efforts are continuing for further
growth of this market.

Minister Ustel stated that they have
taken steps to improve tourism
during their term of office and
emphasized that they will carry the
UK market to the desired levels.

He added that with respect to
passengers travelling from England
to Ercan Airport via Turkey, efforts
are being made to make the
destination time more attractive, as
well as air fares.

Pointing out that digital media is
used in today's technology to reach
large masses, Üstel stated that they
have used digital media especially
in London this year in their
advertising campaign.

He explained that a new image will
be entered into the year 2020,
"visitnorthcyprus" site, prepared
by a professional team and put into
operation.

Digital promotions in the UK are
getting more and more attention.
According to the statistics received,
there have been over 2.2 million
visual works and over 185,000
videos. These figures continue to
increase every day. We expect a lot
of feedbacks for the year 2020
within the scope the studies.

Within the scope of international
promotional activities, a strong

publicity campaign with visual and
video screenings has been carried
out in respectable, high circulation
Internet sites and news sites

throughout the UK since
November, Üstel said that a very
special study was carried out this
year in order to increase the
tourism awareness of the country.
For the first time in the history of
the Ministry he mentioned that
large-scale work took place with
digital media advertising and
unfair embargo and isolation of the
TRNC.

Explaining that these promotional
and marketing efforts will bear
fruit in the 2020 tourism season,
Ustel said they will continue to
work incessantly to bring the
country's tourism to further points.
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continued .... World Travel Market London 2019
As well as tourists from Turkey,
Ustel said that they offer
alternative tourism opportunities
to tourists from Europe, "Visit
northern Cyprus which has
remained untouched, it is rich in
history and culture. We want to
share this culture with these guests
for 12 months.”

While the handicrafts specific to
our country were performed at our
stand, we also exhibited and
performed wicker art works such
as saddle, basket, sesta and chairs.
At our stand, promotional
publications were distributed
- Turkish Republic Publication
Brochure, 50 Reasons Brochure,
Nicosia, Kyrenia, Famagusta,
İskele, Güzelyurt and Lefke
Brochures, Northern Cyprus
Touristic Map, History.

Guests visiting the TRNC stand
were able to sample; Hellim
pastry, Rose syrup, Muffin,
sumada, Lemonade, Brandy,
Wine, Zivania, Çitlembikli bidda,
Rice, Grapefruit, Almond, pastel,
Walnut Paste, Lemon Paste, Juicy
Custard, Almond Butter, Katmer,
Donut, Tea, Turkish coffee and
the Turkish Cypriot culture was
introduced by giving wine treats.

SECTOR REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE FAIR

Cyprus Turkish Travel Agencies
Association (KITSAB), Cyprus
Turkish Hoteliers Association
(KITOB), Cyprus Turkish Guides
Association (KITREB), Cyprus
Turkish Restaurant Association
(RES-BİR), Cyprus Health
Tourism Council and North
Cyprus Cyprus Eco AgroTourism
Federation.
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Nicosia-Iskele Road Maintenance and Repair Work started
on weather conditions, and within
the scope of the work 5,700 tons
of asphalt will be laid in an area of
approximately 41,000 m2,
thermoplastic paint lines will also
be drawn. Maintenance and repair
of the road will cost 2.4 million
TL.

Source:
Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation

As of 2nd November, maintenance
and repair works started on the part
of the Nicosia-İskele road between
the Ercan Junction and İskele.

As a result of the work to be done
in stages, damaged parts and crash
barriers on the road in question
will be repaired.

The work is expected to last for a
maximum of 2 months, depending

Alsancak Municipality workers busy on roadside projects
Visiting the Facebook page of
Alsancak Municipality we noted
their construction teams have been
very busy with teams working on
various maintenance and
improvement projects.

• Water pipeline works being
carried out on Yeşiltepe -Ilgaz
road,
• Infrastructure and sewer work
carried out on Çinar street.
• Stonewall and pavement
construction work carried out on
Ahmet Şükrü Efendi street.

Source: Alsancak Municipality
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VEE PERDE staged at Eastern Mediterranean University
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By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The Eastern Mediterranean
University (EMU) successfully
staged a two part comedy play
entitled "Vee Perde" on 30th
October 2019. The play was
organised by the Social and
Cultural Activities Directorate of
(EMU) at the Rauf Raif Denktaş
Culture and Congress Centre.

Accomplished thespians Yasemin
Yalçın and İlyas İlbey who are also
well known for their roles in
television series were accompanied
on stage by Kutay Şahin, Ortans
Kıvanç, Serdar Bordanacı, Merve
Akaydın, Filiz Akın and Oben
Onur. The play was performed

before a capacity audience
comprised of EMU students and
members of the general public.

The play adapted from Neil
Simon’s “Sunshine Boys” made the
audience laugh and think at the
same time, telling the story of two
former comedians Cahide and
Adnan who were forced to come
together 22 years later for a
television program. The play
received a standing ovation and
EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Necdet
Osam and Vice Rector for Student
Affairs Prof. Dr. Sonuç Zorlu
Oğurlu presented Yasemin Yalçın
with a plaque and flowers at the end
of the play.

Before the play, the cast of “Vee
Perde” visited EMU Rector Prof.
Dr. Necdet Osam in his office. Vice
Rector for Student Affairs Prof. Dr.
Sonuç Zorlu Oğurlu was also
present during the visit. EMU
Rector Prof. Dr. Necdet Osam
thanked the cast of “Vee Perde” for

coming to the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC) and
sharing their beautiful play with
theatre lovers in the region.
The cast of “Vee Perde” thanked
EMU for their hospitality indicating
that they were very impressed with
the university.

Children learn how to use home remedies against diseases
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The Özay Günsel Children’s
University recently organised a
workshop for a group of students of
the university, held at NEU Faculty
of Pharmacy. The motto of the
workshop was “I’m Examining the
Home Remedies of My Grandma”.

Within the scope of the modules
and learning activities designed for
age-groups, the “Galaxy” and
“Universe” group students
participated in the workshop.
Within the frame of the event, the
students were provided with
information about the popular
home remedies inherited from one

generation to another and they
made tea by using medicinal herbs.

According to the press release of
the University, the students were
provided with information about
the medicinal plants such as thyme,
cinnamon, linden, chamomile,
rosehip, elderberry, hibiscus,
marshmallow and similar herbs that
could be used to prevent diseases
such as colds and flu and to relieve
associated cough problems that
become common during seasonal
changes. Through hands-on
applications, students have learned
to mix herbs and make medicinal
tea that the family members could
drink together.

The students, who examined the
plants used in home remedies under
a microscope, prepared tea by
using medicinal plants such as
linden, thyme and elderberry that
are known to be effective in the
treatment of colds and flu. For
fresh ginger tea, the students, who
studied the specimen obtained from
the cross-section of ginger to get a
better look at it under microscope,
observed the purple-colour starch
grains.

The students packaged the teas that
they made by using medicinal
plants in order to take them home.
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EUL student selected for Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Student of European University of
Lefke (EUL) Faculty of
Communication Sciences
Department of Radio, Television
and Cinema, Mert Kurga, has been
selected to take part in the ‘Cinema
School’ event, which will be held
as part of the 56th Antalya Golden
Orange Film Festival.

The EUL student will be the guest
of the festival within the scope of
his projects with cinema.

According to the official website of
Antalya Golden Orange Film
Festival; it is stated that Antalya
Golden Orange Film Festival
which has been the most important
meeting point of Turkish Cinema
and Film sector since 1964 and
which has become one of the most
prestigious film festivals of Asia
and Europe continents, is preparing

to meet cinema lovers for the 56th
time. It is stated that Golden Orange
Cinema School, which will be held
for the first time in the festival, will
include film screenings,
competitions and forums in various
categories, it is a youth project
aiming to enable university students
who dream of a future in the field
of culture, art and cinema to take
the first steps of their dreams. It is
reported that 100 students studying
in the radio, television, cinema,
media, communication and visual
arts departments of the universities
will be hosted in Antalya Golden
Orange Film Festival.

Mert Kurga who was able to rank
among 100 students in total by
taking into consideration criteria
such as grade point average,
projects related to cinema, short
films and documentary films
expressed his feelings as follows;

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The students of the School of
Tourism and Hospitality
Management of Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU),
won gold and bronze medals at a
competition organized by the
European Hospitality Schools
Association (EURHODIP).

Over 150 tourism schools and
hospitality businesses from 39
different countries are members of
EURHODIP. At the international
competition which took place
between the 16th and 20th of
October 2019 in İstanbul, EMU
Tourism Faculty student Mert
Ercan Bulut obtained the gold
medal and Sina Vahedi obtained
the bronze, making the EMU

Tourism Faculty and TRNC
proud.

Releasing a statement on their
recent success, EMU Tourism
Faculty Dean Prof. Dr. Hasan
Kılıç stated that they were proud
by their students finishing first and
third in the competition which was
attended by students representing
their universities from across
Europe.

Relaying his gratitude to the
students who were accompanied to
the competition by Asst. Prof. Dr.
Ali Özduran, Prof. Dr. Kılıç
underlined that this success is
indicative of their quality
education. Prof. Dr. Kılıç
highlighted that the EMU Tourism
Faculty trains analytical thinking,

problem solving students who use
technology efficiently, learn
instead of memorise and put into
practice their theoretical
knowledge.

Stating that their faculty places
emphasis on international events
organized by EURHODIP and

EMU students receive medals in International Competition
other well-respected institutions as
a result of their main vision of
internationalisation, Prof. Dr. Kılıç
thanked the EMU Rector’s Office
for their constant support and
contributions in working towards
their goal of becoming a leading
faculty in international tourism
education.

Kurga: We are able to conduct
projects thanks to the
opportunities offered by our
university.

As the students of Radio, TV and
Cinema we are able to develop
projects and implement these
projects thanks to the
opportunities and education
provided by our university. During
my education here, I have had two

short films and one documentary
film, and I have taken part in
many short film projects of my
friends. It is very important for me
that I have been selected to the
film school among many students.

I will represent EUL at the festival
in Antalya and I am very happy to
be involved in this project, and I
would like to thank our university
and instructors.
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News update from CESV/112 Civil Emergency Service
The CESV/112 Civil Emergency
Service Volunteers continue to
work in the community and help
others and try to keep us safe and
this is their latest news.

Monday 4th November 2019

There was In-house training for
our members, covering make-up
with Gale plus bandages and also
reviewing some new medical
supplies by Ümit and Erman.
These products have been
requested by a medical centre and
will be donated by CESV 112.

The donations include; pulse
oximeters, neck collars, patient
transfer stretcher, spider Web
straps, manual blood pressure
device, oxygen support for adult
and infants, bandage scissors,
examination light pen, laryngeal
blades.

Attending were: Steve Collard,
Allan Lowden, Ümit Karanar,
Erman Bigen, Gail Quelch and
Diana Loftus.

Tuesday 5th November 2019.

Today Ümit Karanar and Erman
Bigen delivered medical supplies
to Camlibel Health Centre on
behalf of CESV/112.

All medical supplies delivered to
Medical Centres are donated by

CESV 112 as part of an ongoing
support program.

The items supplied were
according to the health center's
requests from across the north
coast. From Tatlısu to Lefke. We
are also planning to donate some
items to Degirmenlik and Serdarli
Health Centers and all these
donations are being achieved
from the total donations we have
raised of approximately
30,000TL.

Wednesday 6th November 2019

The 2nd delivery of medical
supplies was made and this time
to Lapta Medical Centre .

Thank you Erman for delivering
the supplies on behalf of CESV
112.

It’s not just First Aid courses that

we run within the community, we
also donate Medical Supplies to
Medical Centres and 112
Ambulances.

Thank you for your support.

Would you like to help the
CESV/112 Volunteers?

We are a group of expats who
voluntarily wish to give back
something to our community and
we carry out First Aid Training to
the Police, Firemen, Nurses, and
Ambulance Drivers. as well as
supplying Medical Equipment to
clinics and Ambulances.

We are also carrying out more
and more First Aid Training
Courses to Schools, Colleges,
Universities and Businesses.

We need more volunteers, Male
or Female to help us with the
Training and Fundraising.

If you would like to help, WE
NEED YOU. All Training will
be given, so do please contact
Allan Lourden by email on.
CESV.admin@gmail.com
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A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.

North Cyprus Events Calendar
9th November to 29th November 2019

14th November – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person.
2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.

15th November – Friday - Bingo with Martin
at Charlie’s Sports Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy at 8pm.
30TL. To book 0533 874 6056.

15th November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House present The Great Flood from
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More information call
0548 839 8994.

16th November – Saturday - Island Studio art
class – Life modelling with watercolours.10am-
12 noon. 140TL. Places must be booked (max.
6 people), materials provided. Ozankoy area, for
details call 0548 857 3244.

16th November – Saturday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Fireballs from
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More information call
0548 839 8994.

18th November – Monday - KAR singalong at
Club Tropicana, Ozankoy starting at 7.30pm.
WW2 and after songs. Fancy Dress a must. To
book call 0542 851 1924 / 0533 861 1924.

20th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Lady M Jazz
Trio from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

21st November – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-
course menu 40TL.To book call 0542 889 3034.

22nd November – Friday - Bingo with Martin
at Charlie’s Sports Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy at 8pm.
30TL. To book 0533 874 6056.

22nd November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House present Alper Cengiz &

8th November to 14th November 2019

9th November – Saturday - Island Studio art
class – Life modelling with charcoal. 10am-
12noon. 120TL. Places must be booked (max.
6 people), materials provided. Ozankoy area, for
details call 0548 857 3244.

9th November – Saturday - Jessic Bar,
Karsiyaka, Charity Auction and Raffle. BBQ at
1pm, auction by Karl Rugg at 4pm. All monies
to be donated to Taskent Nature Park. Any
donations of items would be appreciated.

10th November – Sunday - Royal British
Legion Remembrance Service at the Old British
Cemetery, Girne. Service at 12.30pm. Please
be there by 12 noon. This will be followed by
lunch at the Ship Inn, Karaoglanoglu at 2pm.

10th November – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House present Breakfast with Jazz
from 10.30am. 75TL. More information call
0548 839 8994.

10th November – Sunday - Hope 4 Pets Car
Boot Sale at Tim’s Cafe, Ozankoy from 11am.
20TL per car.

13th November – Wednesday - Friends of the
TRNC Emergency Services (112) Afternoon
Tea at the Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak 3pm.
The speaker will be Mike Plant talking about
his career in store design and the 'stars' he met
along the way. To book call 0533 840 7834.

13th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present The Hot Club
of Cyprus from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.

Friends from 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

23rd November – Saturday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Stingray
from 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

23rd November – Saturday - Hope 4 Pets
will be holding their Christmas Fayre at the
Pia Bella Hotel, Girne. Stalls, Santa’s Grotto,
Tombola and much more.

23rd November – Saturday - Island Studio
art class – Painting on glass. 10am-12noon.
150TL. Places must be booked (max. 6
people), materials provided. Ozankoy area, for
details call 0548 857 3244.

25th November – Monday - Friends of the
TRNC Emergency Services (112) will be
having their monthly quiz night at the Black
Olive Cafe, Alsancak. To book call 0533 840
7834.

27th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Lady M Jazz
Trio from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

28th November – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per
person. 2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book
call 0542 889 3034.

29th November – Friday - Bingo with Martin
at Charlie’s Sports Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy at
8pm. 30TL. To book 0533 874 6056.

29th November – Friday - Korineum Golf
and Country Club, Esentepe, will be hosting
KADS Christmas show “Sleigh Bells in the
Park”. 130TL. Mulled wine, Christmas meal
and show. For further information call 0533
848 5313.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers Kyrenia Weather (from 9th November 2019)
10-day Forecast

POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392

Chemist Opening Hours
From September 2019 to May 2020 - Winter opening hours are between 8am and 7pm
on weekdays and 8am to 1.30pm on Saturdays.
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HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

9th November – Saturday
Girne Eczanesi, Işil Sok. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 1447
Emin Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 0533 870 1946

10th November – Sunday
Önal Aktolga Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu.
Tel: 0392 822 4142
Arkan Adişanli Eczanesi, Hz.Ömer Cad. Karakum. Tel: 0548 853 1553

11th November – Monday
Özenir Eczanesi, Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad. Lapta.
Tel: 0542 876 0660
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum.
Tel: 0392 815 2585

12th November – Tuesday
Önal Aktolga Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu.
Tel: 0392 822 4142
Girne Eczanesi, Işil Sok. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 1447

13th November – Wednesday
Küçük Eczanesi, Canbulat Sok. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 3626
Erdoğan Özikiz Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoglanoglu.
Tel: 0548 870 8442

14th November – Thursday
Eminağa Eczanesi, Ziya Rizki Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 2248
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedrettin Demirel Caddesi, Girne. Tel: 0392 815 8118

15th November – Friday
Setenay Bengisu Eczanesi, Semih Sancar Cad. Doğanköy.
Tel: 0392 816 0082
Defne Eczanesi, Atatürk Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 3516

16th November – Saturday
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 815 0850
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu.
Tel: 0392 822 3842
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BTM Football League Results and Tables - 1/2 November

TAI CHI CLASSES, KYRENIA

Tuesdays 10:00-11:00 Yogakioo.
Fee: 60 TL per class or 200 TL for
4 classes (must be used in 4 weeks)

QIGONG CLASSES, NICOSIA

Wednesdays 16:00-17:00 Kumsal
Park.
Fee: 50 TL or €10 per class.

TAI CHI CLASSES, NICOSIA

Thursdays 18:30-19:30 Home 4
Cooperation.
Fee: 50 TL or €10 per class.
7 November 16 Steps Yang Style
Tai Chi Repetition.
From 14 November onward 24
Steps Yang Style Tai Chi teaching
(best time to start for beginners!)

TAI CHI PUSH-HANDS
(Partner Tai Chi), NICOSIA
23 November & 8 December

TAI CHI & QIGONG CLASSES,
ISTANBUL
Details

INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
PRIVATE TRAINING
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Football Fixtures for 9/10/11 November

Football Results and Tables - 1/2/3/4 November
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By Richard Beale.....

Saturday November 2, 2019 : K-Pet
League 1 : Erdal Barut Stadium.

The Mesarya bandwagon continues,
another 3 points, 8 wins on the trot, the
runaway leaders of League 1 are on an
unstoppable run.

Mesarya continue to dominate this
League, it was no disgrace for
Esentepe to lose against them, they
"huffed and puffed" but they could not
blow the leaders house down. At least
Esentepe scored a goal which is more
than 6 teams have failed to do against
Mesarya.

Mesarya are ambitious, they are
backed by rich sponsors they want
Super League football, they have
assembled a very experience and
talented squad. Though we are only 8
games into the season, İ can't see how
they can fail to get promotion to the
Super League.

Esentepe tried their best, but they
gifted 2 goals to Mesarya, through
sloppy defensive play and they were
punished on both occasions.

When Esentepe equalised Mesarya
opening goal on the half hour the
leaders became "rattled", they started
arguing amongst themselves, I really
thought that the home team could
cause an upset. However it was not too
be, Esentepe best period of the match
leading up to the half time break ended
tragically for them when they gave
away a goal with virtually the last kick
of the half.

The second half was pretty even,
Mesarya had the best chances as
opposed to Esentepe half chances. It
was inevitable with Esentepe pushing
men upfield looking for an equaliser
that they would concede a breakaway
killer goal 5 minutes from the end.

Mesarya Juggernaut Keeps Rolling On!

A warmish Autumn afternoon failed
to attract the expected large crowd
which was very disappointing.

MATCH NOTES :

10 mins : Calamitous defending by
Esentepe lead to Mesarya's opening
goal, Mustafa Günlü sideways header
was chested by Uğurcan back to
fellow defender Nersin. However the
Esentepe player lost his footing,
HALIL TURAN nipped in, rounded
goalkeeper Onur and despite Mustafa
coming back to defend the goal-line,
the Leagues leading goalscorer made
no mistake. 0-1.

It was all Mesarya in the opening
minutes, as the leaders dominated
play but could not add to their tally.

30 mins: Out of the blue and against
the run of play Esentepe equalised.
Kaan did brilliantly to win the ball off
Orhan and sent the overlapping
Mahmut away on the right. The full
back's low cross was put into his own
net by OKAN, under pressure from
Eray. The Football Federation,
newspapers have all credited Kaan as

Result: Esentepe KKSK 1 Mesarya SK 3

the goalscorer - look on Graham
Procter -Brown's video below- the
camera never lies!. 1-1

42 mins : Esentepe were enjoying a
"purple patch" Kaan had a low drive
saved by the TRNC International
Goalkeeper Hasan Piro diving to his
right.

45 mins : Esentepe had the "rug taken
from beneath them" on the stroke of
half time. Halil Turan was again
involved drawing defenders Kaan
Arsu and Nersin out from the middle,
before firing in a low cross to the near
post that Goalkeeper Onur dived and
could only palm the ball into the path
of FERHAT ARAZ to put Mesarya in
the lead.

HALF TIME SCORE : 1-2

52 mins : Mesarya had appeals for a
penalty turned down, when Ferhat
was put in with only Goalkeeper Onur
to beat. The winger appeared to trip
over Onur's outstretch leg and went
tumbling to the floor, only for Referee
Mustafa to wave play on.

The remainder of the match was
pretty even, Esentepe had lots of
possession but were unable to break
down a resolute Mesarya defence in
which the tall Yusuf and Okan
prevented Esentepe lone striker Eray
a sniff on goal.

85 mins : It was no surprise with
Esentepe committing men forward
that they were susceptible to a fast
breakaway goal. Ferhat found HALIL
TURAN on the left he left leaving
Nersin in his trail, before carrying on
and beating the advancing Onur.

FULL TIME SCORE : 1-3

SUMMING UP : Believe it or not
there wasn't a lot to chose between
the two sides. What Esentepe lacked
in skill they made up for it working
hard for each other. The difference is
Mesarya have a proven goalscorer in
Halil Turan, he notched his 13th goal
of the season, justifying his hefty
transfer fee. He also has midfielders
that can provide the ammunition for
him. Esentepe have no midfielder that
can unlock defences, consequently
they are mostly firing blanks.

HALIL TURAN left photo (in red) scoring Mesarya's first goal.

Video Highlights of this match courtesy of Graham Procter-Brown
https://www.facebook.com/graham.brown.7902564/videos/10156836241387654/

https://www.facebook.com/graham.brown.7902564/videos/10156836241387654/





